
CIS2360 PRACTICAL
Week 9

Questions
1. In order to answer this question, you will need the example2 Rails application that you 

created in the week 8 practicals.

a. in the Paper model, create suitably named find methods to implement each of the 
following SQL select queries1:

• SELECT * FROM papers WHERE name = author

• SELECT * FROM papers WHERE name LIKE “%?%”

How would your answers change if the above SQL queries ended in LIMIT 1?

b. in the Question model, create the following named scope2:

• keyword: this scope filters based upon the occurrence of a given keyword in the 
question’s statement

• author3: this scope filters a question list so that only questions occurring on a 
paper with the given author’s name are returned

c. translate the following queries (which use the named scopes from question 1b.) into 
their SQL equivalents:

• Question.keyword(‘SQL’)

• Question.author(‘Carl Pulley’)

• Question.keyword(‘SQL’).author(‘Carl Pulley’)

Why does the following query fail to work correctly (regardless of how you populate 
your database tables)?

• Paper.find_by_name(‘Carl Pulley’).questions.keyword(‘SQL’)
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1 You may not use the execute method in answering this question!

2 You find it useful to view Ryan Bate’s railscast #108.

3 Hint: try looking at the following URL:
http://selfamusementpark.com/blog/2008/07/10/named_scope-joins-includes

http://selfamusementpark.com/blog/2008/07/10/named_scope-joins-includes/
http://selfamusementpark.com/blog/2008/07/10/named_scope-joins-includes/


2. This question is based upon problem M37: Examination Mark Histograms4. In partially 
answering this problem, you need a model to collect the name, pathway, module and 
mark for each piece of student data entered. In your student model, implement named 
scopes to facilitate the following types of command-line based data analysis:

• breaking marks down by module

• breaking marks down by pathway
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4 Note: The intention is that the histogram should be generated and viewed via a new con-
troller named histogram using its action index (you do not need to implement this control-
ler to answer this question!).


